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9 June 2023 
 

 Reference: OIA-2022/23-0527 
Dear  
 
Official Information Act request for documents related to the flooding in Auckland from 
27 to 31 January 2023 
 
Thank you for your two Official Information Act 1982 (the Act) requests received on 31 January 
2023. You requested from the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA): 
 

1. Please provide copies of documents held by your national executive leadership 
team that were created since 6am on Friday 27 January relating to this major 
weather event and its aftermath, such as briefings, aide-memoires, situation 
updates, talking points, communications plans, correspondence with other 
agencies, minutes of meetings, key performance indicators, and damage 
assessments. To assist with your search, I am seeking key documents that 
provide an insight into the agency's thinking and decision-making immediately 
before, during and after this city-wide emergency, which will help to scrutinise 
the performance of its critical public functions during that period.  
 

2. Please also provide, if not captured above, briefings provided to ministers 
relating to this weather event since Friday morning. I am open to discussing 
refining the request once you've conducted your initial scoping review if it helps 
to facilitate a timely response. However, given the unprecedented significance 
of this event, we believe there is an overwhelming public interest in urgent and 
thorough scrutiny of the department’s decision-making which favours a very 
high level of disclosure. 

 

 You requested from the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet (DPMC): 
 

Please provide copies of documents held by DPMC's executive leadership team 
that were created since 6am on Friday 27 January relating to this major weather 
event and its aftermath, such as briefings, aide-memoires, situation updates, 
talking points, communications plans, correspondence with other agencies, 
minutes of meetings, key performance indicators, and damage assessments. To 
assist with your search, I am seeking key documents that provide an insight into 
the department's thinking and decision-making immediately before, during and 
after this city-wide emergency, which will help to scrutinise the performance of 
its critical public functions during that period. I am open to discussing refining the 
request if it helps to facilitate a timely response. However, given the 
unprecedented significance of this event, we believe there is an overwhelming 
public interest in urgent and thorough scrutiny of the department’s decision-
making which favours a very high level of disclosure.  

 







28 Jan 2023 
1004hrs 

Sarah Holland Neither I , nor  have got this 

28 Jan 2023 
1005hrs 

Anthony 
Richards 

Nor me 

28 Jan 2023 
1005hrs 

Charlie Blanch Understood 

28 Jan 2023 
1005hrs 

Tom Wilson Nor me 

28 Jan 2023 
2014hrs 

Sarah Holland I’m covering for Roger from now. I’ll stay in the Beehive NCC until everyone else leaves before heading to the MAR.  
The Welfare team is still hard at work but will hopefully be packing up soon. 

29 Jan 2023 
1639hrs 

Roger Ball Hi team 
FYI, I’ll be in Auckland for couple of days to support the CDEM Group and NEMAs inputs. Flight back on Tues evening at 
this stage. No change to Director delegations, however Sarah is now covering the Signal groups and is presently at the 
NCC (thank you Sarah). 

30 Jan 2023 
0740hrs 

Charlie Blanch I’ve had a chat with Intelligence function. They need to firm up the intelligence collection matrix but in the short term 
I’ve asked for a table of key numbers that will be updated regularly (pref every hour). Things like #rapid damage 
assessment, building assessment, estimated affected buildings, displaced , etc. Some will be high accuracy like the FENZ 
RDA data that we get via a geospatial package from tablets ‘in the field’. Others are being collated on excel and paper 
(building assessments), others will be a gut feel (how many buildings affected 5 or 6000) but we need to be on the same 
page. 

30 Jan 2023 
0741hrs 

Charlie Blanch @Roger Ball Operations Manager, Director CDEM, Controller NEMA we will need the REMAs to collate some of 
this… . Needs a NEMA person to doorstop them in the ECC and 
get the numbers until the systems are in place. 

30 Jan 2023 
0757hrs 

Charlie Blanch @Roger Ball Operations Manager, Director CDEM, Controller NEMA the intel team is working on a numbers on a page 
like you did for NT fires. Trick will be whether we lead on it or are confident that they lead on it, plus we need to reflect 
other regions. In the short term next few days will have to be a national product 
 

30 Jan 2023 
0836hrs 

Roger Ball I’ve asked REMAs to ensure all sitreps and scripts from the media stand up’s are sent through promptly, that will help. 
Agree we will need to use REMAs and me to doorstop. 
Perhaps a direct INT link? 

s 9(2)(g)(ii) NEMA

s 9(2)(g)(i)



30 Jan 2023 
0837hrs 

Roger Ball  
 

30 Jan 2023 
1326hrs 

Charlie Blanch @Sarah Holland NEMA Chief Advisor from MetService LO: Northland and Coromandel will shortly go to a Red Rain 
Warning due to existing saturation and road fragility. Will be announced later this afternoon.  For PM awareness not 
public release. 

30 Jan 2023 
1432hrs 

Roger Ball  
Anyway, it emerged from the call that minister is in Auckland and touring the CDCs 

30 Jan 2023 
1444hrs 

Roger Ball Fyi  
I plan to push out return 24 hrs , returning Wednesday evening this stage. 

30 Jan 2023 
1712hrs 

Roger Ball Hi team, 
Minister called, he is at the airport. 
This was my subsequent txt with him. Sarah I’ll let you add this to signal update as appropriate: 
Hi Minister, just following up our phone call: 
The ECC has submitted a request to NZDF for (a) 25 pers to assist with debris clean up and (b) 150 cots/bedding for 
airport. The request is with HQNZDF right now. 
Will ask update via Signal channel once we have more info. 
Thanks  
Roger 

30 Jan 2023 
1817hrs 

Charlie Blanch Roger do you know if this has gone to ncc operations or have they sent it directly to NZDF? 

30 Jan 2023 
1817hrs 

Sarah Holland I let NCC ops know as a FYI 

30 Jan 2023 
1818hrs 

Neither NCC Ops or NZDF have any idea where this is come from or where it is being managed within NZDF 

30 Jan 2023 
1819hrs 

Charlie Blanch NCC JFHQ LO  is trying to track it down 

30 Jan 2023 
1904hrs 

Roger Ball Sorry I’ve been in imt and now on a meeting with local elected reps, will follow up at my end 

30 Jan 2023 
2129hrs 

Sarah Holland For Dave (&Roger) ,  thinks  made the decision to recommend education close schools. I’ve got 
his details if you want  

s 9(2)(g)(ii), 
[NEMA]

s 9(2)(g)(i)

s 9(2)(g)(i)

s 9(2)(a)

s 9(2)(a) s 9(2)(a)



30 Jan 2023 
2132hrs 

Roger Ball Interesting, I will forward a relevant email string I’ve just found. 
As mentioned to Dave,  

 

30 Jan 2023 
2133hrs 

Roger Ball Sorry just adding: I had no contact my end with MOE 

30 Jan 2023 
2134hrs 

Sarah Holland  has asked MoE to correct that it was AEM not NEMA 

30 Jan 2023 
2135hrs 

AEM had it in their sitrep this afternoon that it was directed by NEMA.  Definitely worth rectifying. 

30 Jan 2023 
2143hrs 

Roger Ball The AEM Controller is clear it’s not NEMA. I will ask the sitrep is corrected next version 

31 Jan 2023 
0740hrs 

Charlie Blanch NCC Logs is looking at how we maintain a reduced physical presence in the NCC-bunker until perhaps 2200 and having 
greater certainty on who could be recalled during the night  

 
 

31 Jan 2023 
0746hrs 

Dave Gawn Thanks Charlie 

31 Jan 2023 
0752hrs 

Roger Ball Ack 
AEM looking at their posture for tonight as well, similar challenges, but they realise they need to be here and be visible. 

31 Jan 2023 
0836hrs 

Roger Ball FYI I’ve been asked to join AEM deputy controller at 0930 meeting with Mayor Brown. 

31 Jan 2023 
0839hrs 

Dave Gawn Ack. Let us know the outcome. 

31 Jan 2023 
0841hrs 

Charlie Blanch https://twitter.com/masseyhumsocsci/status/1620144815693500421?s=46&t=OK4qUoYO7dcrBosIj61u0w Massey uni 
have just media released on the 2018 auckland flood report 
 

31 Jan 2023 
0841hrs 

Sarah Holland  Keep channeling the 
diplomacy for your 9.30am meeting (and indeed, all day) 
 

31 Jan 2023 
0836hrs 

Roger Ball Thanks for the feedback 

s 9(2)(g)(ii), 
[NEMA]

s 9(2)(g)(i)

s 9(2)(g)(i)

s 9(2)(a)

s 9(2)(g)(i)



31 Jan 2023 
2128hrs 

Rain forecasts have reduced to some extent. Both Whangarei and Northland EOC/ECCS have stood down for the night 
with staff on call. The plan is to stand down the NCC from 10pm and hand over to the MAR, with key staff remaining on 
call to return if required. 
 

31 Jan 2023 
2128hrs 

MetService have reduced the rain forecast in Auckland north of Orewa from 80-120mm to 50-70mm.  

31 Jan 2023 
2129hrs 

Dave Gawn Thanks Good news. Just ensure MAR across threshold to elevate if required 

31 Jan 2023 
2136hrs 

Roger Ball Ack thanks. BTW thanks for helping out with the Signal group,  

 

s 9(2)(g)(ii), 
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